Coherence between motor unit discharges in response to shared neural inputs.
Coherence analysis is widely employed to study the correlation between discharge times of simultaneously active motor units. Despite the widespread application of the technique, it has not been fully established how the characteristics of the observed coherence are related to the properties of the shared motoneuron inputs. In addition, the exact relationship between coherence and traditional measures of motor unit synchronization remains unclear. The purpose of this study was to examine the influence of shared motoneuron inputs on coherence between motor unit discharge patterns using computer simulations. Although less sensitive to motor unit firing rates than traditional synchronization-based indices, coherence tended to decrease with increasing frequency of the common input and to increase slightly when the common input frequency was close to the motor unit firing rates. In addition, coherence tended to be highest between motor units with similar firing rates. A linear association was observed between synchronization and coherence in the 15-30 Hz range and between 'common drive' and coherence in the 0-5 Hz range. The results suggest that caution should be taken when interpreting differences in coherence observed between motor units with significantly different firing properties or when comparing data with coherence in different frequency ranges.